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Motivation
• In most of the existing wave-current interaction formulations, the current
field may be strong, but its variations over depth is assumed to be weak or
absent.
• However, strongly sheared currents are often observed in areas with
abrupt bathymetry changes or energetic river discharge.
• This implies that the existing wave models which assume verticallyaveraged currents, is an approximation which is far from realistic.
v Mouth of the Columbia River (MCR), Kilcher & Nash (2010).

Internal plume structure
for a moderate ebb near
low tide.

Wave Current Interaction
• Currents effect waves by Doppler shifting, inducing refraction, shoaling,
breaking and blocking.
• Waves can force and modify the mean flow dynamics and strengthen ocean
mixing processes.

Wave-current interaction in tidal front
causing wave breaking enhancing air-sea
gas exchange.
http://www.burkard.baschek.info/research_air_s
eagas2.html

The problem any vessel has in leaving protected
harbor or inlet is to breach the current and waves
upon entering the sea.

• Numerical models include wind wave effects in ocean circulation without
resolving surface gravity wave motions for computational efficiency.
• Ocean circulation models are coupled with wave generation and
propagation models to resolve the effect of waves on circulation and vice
versa.
• The spectral wave models include evolution of wave action density
affected by the mean flow.
• ocean circulation models account for the wave-averaged forces driving or
modifying the mean flow.

• Wave Model

• Mean flow Model

Wave Model
?

v Main question
In the presence of a vertically sheared current, how will the
wave action equation used in spectral models be effected?

Wave Action Conservation
(Voronovich 1976):

Definition sketch

• A linear wave action conservation equation for surface gravity waves in
the presence of vertically-structured currents
• WKBJ method,

•

•

Leading order order solution yields the Rayleigh equation

•

Next order of the approximation yields a conservation equation.

In order to actually use the resulting formulation, the Rayleigh equation
first needs to be solved to yield the wave phase speeds and vertical
profiles. Then, its solution can be substituted into the conservation
equation to create the Wave Action Equation.

Wave Action Conservation

• The wave action isn't clear in the form of wave energy divided by frequency.
• Combining two previous theoretical approaches [Voronovich, 1976; Kirby &
Chen, 1989], we develop a Wave Action formulation and examine predictions
of wave action density and flux in comparison to results from the full theory.

Approximate wave action equation in vertically sheared flows
• New version of Perturbation solutions of Kirby & Chen 1989,

• Plugging the perturbation solution in the WAE of Voronovich;

This term is
missing from the
applications

• Several studies (e.g Westhuysen & Lesser, 2007) have recently made use
of a depth-weighted current Ũ.
• In application, this approach has been further simplified by only utilizing a
current profile based on the spectral peak wavenumber. (Lesser, 2009)
• Banihashemi et al., (2017) examine the errors of neglecting the wave
number dependence of Ũ and suggests a strategy for determining the
current contribution to group velocity employing a Taylor series expansion
about the peak frequency.

Linearly sheared current , Action density comparison
Consider a 1-D current case with constant vorticty where the exact solution
for group velocity is provided by Jonsson et al., (1978).

Wave action density comparison vs
dimensionless wave period: linear shear
current. Dashed dotted lines are the first
order perturbation approximation for the
action density, dots indicate the action
density using the depth average current
value, and circles are based on the
surface current value

Linearly sheared current , Action Flux comparison

Wave action flux comparison vs normalized wave
number with absolute frequency corresponding to
k ph =1: linear shear flow. Solid lines are based on
the Taylor series expansion of Û about k p , dashed
lines are using Û (k p ), dots indicate the depth
averaged approximation and the circles are only
using the surface value U s.

MCR Velocity Profile , Action density comparison
We take a MCR current profile as reference and construct a current
distribution
Columbia River
current
profile
during ebb tide.

Wave action density comparison vs
dimensionless wave period: MCR profile.
Dashed dotted lines are the first order
perturbation approximation for the action
density, dots indicate the action density
using the depth average current value,
and circles are based on the surface
current value

• Numerical solutions may be
obtained using a shooting
method due to Fenton (1973).
• Dataset were released as part
of RISE (River Influences on
Shelf Ecosystems) project.
(Kilcher & Nash, 2010)

MCR Velocity Profile , Action Flux comparison

Wave action flux comparison vs normalized wave
number with absolute frequency corresponding to
k ph =1: MCR profile. Solid lines are based on the
Taylor series expansion of Û about kp, dashed lines
are using Û (k p ), dots indicate the depth averaged
approximation and the circles are only using the
surface value Us.

Summary
• We use a modification of Kirby & Chen, (1989) perturbation solution for
weakly-sheared currents, where the basic flow is allowed to be a strong
current with waves propagating at an arbitrary angle to the surface
current direction.
• Approximate expressions for the wave action density and action flux in
terms of a weighted integral over depth of the arbitrary current profile
were developed.
• Additional suggestions for efficiently implementing the required
extensions in models assuming uniform-over-depth currents are provided.
• The results also generalize the previous results of Banihashemi et al.,
(2017) to motions in two horizontal dimensions.

Questions

